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ABSTRACT 
This paper gives theorems on the dimension of solution sets of semi-infinite 
systems of linear inequalities. As an application, some results of Clark and Williams 
are generalized. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An important feature of a convex set is its dimension. Along with the 
theoretical significance of this notion, dimensional problems are also of 
practical value. The well-known “Slater condition” for convex optimization 
(see [lo], Ch. 5.4. or [3], Sec. 7, Condition (V)) and the Krein-Markov 
condition (see [8], Ch. III) are dimensional conditions. In the case where the 
solution set of a linear inequality system is not of maximum dimension, 
elimination methods for the solution of linear inequality systems are numeri- 
cally unstable, and with iterative methods the convergence is considerably 
impaired [5]. 
Some of the known conditions for solvability of linear inequality systems 
can be interpreted as dimensional statements. The theorem of Gordan, for 
instance, [lo, Chapter 2.41 essentially indicates a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the set of solutions of a linear inequality system to be of 
maximum dimension. The theorems of Clark [2] and Williams [15, 161 can be 
generalized and sharpened via dimensional considerations. 
In the present paper, known dimensional theorems, such as can be found 
in Chernikov [14, Chapter IV], are generalized to the case of linear inequal- 
ity systems with an infinite number of inequalities and are applied to linear 
optimization problems in the semi-infinite programming form of Charnes, 
Cooper and Kortanek [l]. 
We investigate closed convex sets of the d-dimensional Euclidean vector 
space R d with the scalar product (. , . ) and the norm ]]x]]=(x,x). It is 
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known (see [13], p. 98) that the closed convex sets of R d are exactly the 
solution sets of inequality systems 
(a,, x> > b,, tE T, (14 
in which T is a (finite or infinite) index set and a, E R d, b, E R for all t E T. 
We put 
P= {x~R~l(a,,x)> b,, tE T} (1.2) 
and generally assume P#0. The question as to when P#0 is not investi- 
gated here (see [7]). Many important properties of P are found by investigat- 
ing the characteristic cone cc P of P: 
We define 
ccP={xERd~(a,,x)>O, tET}. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let K C R d be a convex set. The dimension of K is the 
dimension of the smallest linear manifold containing K. Notation: dimK. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The index set of the unstable inequalities of P is defined 
as 
Z={tET](u,,r)=btforallxEP}. 
In the same manner, the index set of the unstable inequalities of CCP is 
defined as 
Z,,={tET](u,,x)=OforallxEccP}. (1.3) 
The following simple theorems are valid: 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf P#0, then Z cZ,c T. 
THEOREM 1.2. Zf P#0, then 
Pis bounded H ccP= { 0,) 
(6, = zero element of R d). 
Proof. See [13], Chapter 3.5. 
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2. NORMAL REPRESENTATION 
The representation (1.2) of P is by no means unique. One can try to find a 
representation of P with specially desirable properties. For this purpose, we 
add to the system of inequalities (1.1) redundant inequalities, i.e., inequalities 
(a, x) > b, which are satisfied for all x E P. 
If one writes 
all of the inequalities (a, x) > b for which (a, b) E cone A, the convex cone 
generated by A, will be redundant. If (a, b) is an accumulation point of 
coneA, then the inequality given by (a, b) is likewise redundant. If we 
consequently substitute the closure clconeA of coneA for A, the linear 
inequality system defined by it will have the same solutions as (1.1). It is 
clear that we can confine ourselves to those elements (a, b) for which 
(ju112+ b2=1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The closed convex set P is said to be normally repre- 
sented by the system of inequalities (1.1) if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a) llut1(2+ bf= 1 for all TV T, 
(b) the convex cone C generated by A is closed (i.e., A is compact). 
We indicate a method for the construction of a normal representation. 
For this purpose, it is assumed that 
andr=O.Foreachr=O,l,... we define recursively as follows: Let A, be the 
closure of the set 
We have to distinguish between two cases: 
l. @,+I does not lie in the convex hull of A,. In this case, we write K = A,, 
L = L, and terminate the construction. 
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2. Od,l lies in the convex hull of A,, i.e., 
8 d+l= il~,-qy pj>O, +A,. 
Then Lr+ 1 is the linear subspace of L, which is orthogonal to a,, . . . , a,,, and 
M r+l is the projection of A, onto L,, 1. We put r: = r+ 1 and start the 
procedure anew. 
After a finite number of steps, the procedure is discontinued either if 
L, = {O,, 1} or if case 1 occurs. In the first mentioned case, we set K =fl and 
L = { 19,+ 1}. If V is the orthogonal complement of L, the following theorem 
holds: 
THEOREM 2.1. C = clconeA is the sum of V and the conuex cone 
generated by K. 
Proof. First, coneK is closed due to the fact that O,,, is not in the 
convex hull of K (see [6], p. 10). M,=A is contained in the sum of V and 
coneK, and this sum is closed, so that C is also contained in it. Vice versa, it 
can be easily seen that, after construction, the linear subspace V lies 
completely in C and that consequently the projection on the L, will remain 
in C. n 
COROLLARY 2.1. V is the linear subspace of maximum dime&on com- 
pletely contained in C. 
The method described is indeed practicable. The question whether e,,, 
lies in the convex hull of A, can be answered by an iteration method that is 
exactly tailored to this specific case [5]. In this construction, we obtain at the 
same time the subspaces L and V. 
In the following, we always suppose that P is normally represented as 
specified. In this connection, one should bear in mind that the closedness of 
coneA will generally be lost on variation of b,. If in particular CCP is 
represented normally, then C has the form 
where C, is a closed convex cone of Rd: 
C,=clcone{a,ltET}. (2.1) 
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3. DIMENSIONAL THEOREMS 
Many statements on the solutions of (1.1) can be found by dualization. 
For this purpose, we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let E be the set of all functions p : T-+ R with p(t) #O 
for at most finitely many t E T. 
E is an (incomplete) linear space. Let 2 c E be the convex cone of all 
pEE withp(t)>O for all tET. 
In abbreviation, we write, for p E E, 
[p41= qP(t)*% ERd 
[pJl= T PWb, ER* 
The two sums are finite and thus defined. 
We need the following two auxiliary theorems: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let K cRd be a closed convex cone. K is pointed (i.e., 
XEZZ,X#B~J-xg~ZZ)ifandonlyifthereisa y~Kwith(x,y)>Oforall 
XEK, x#e& 
Proof. 
1. If there is such a y, then K is pointed. 
2. K is assumed to be pointed. K’ is defined as the convex hull of the set 
K n {xeRd) llxll > l}. K ’ is closed and convex, and 0, $5 K ‘. This implies the 
existence of a y E K ’ such that 1 I y I I is minimal. It can be readily realized that 
y has the desired property. H 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf K C Rd is a closed comex cone and V c K is the 
subspace of maximum dimension which is completely contained in K, then 
thereexistsa yEKwith(x,y)>OforallxEK;andforxEK,(x,y)=Oif 
and only if x E V. 
Proof. The projection of K onto the subspace orthogonal to V is a closed 
convex pointed cone. Application of Lemma 3.1 completes the proof. n 
We now apply the two auxiliary theorems to the closed convex cone C 
(Definition 2.1). Lemma 3.1 leads to the well-known theorem of Gordan [lo]: 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let P be represented normally. (a,,~) > b, fm all t E T 
has a solution if and only if the following implication is true: 
(0, is the zero element of E). 
Proof. 
1. If (a,,x) > b, has a solution, then for p E Z, ,p # 19, we have 0 
< ([ p, a], x) - [ p, b]. If [ p, a] is equal to e,, then [ p, b] must be negative. 
2. If [ p, a] = fl, can be solved only trivially by p E Z, then C, [see (2.1)] is 
pointed, thus resulting, according to Lemma 3.1, in an x E Rd such that 
(a,, x) > 0 for all t E T. Since P is represented normally, it is possible, by the 
compactness of A, to find p > 0 such that (a,, p*x) > b, for all t E T. If there 
are non-trivial solutions of [ p,a] = 0,, p E Z, then C will certainly be pointed 
if [ p, b] < 0 for all those solutions. According to Lemma 3.1, there will then 
be XER~ and y E R such that (a,, x) + y*b, > 0 for all t E T. Due to 
[ p, a] = Q,, y. [ p, b] will be positive, and consequently y < 0. Thus the asser- 
tion of the theorem is fulfilled by - X/Y. n 
From Lemma 3.2 follows 
THEOREM 3.2. Let P be represented normally. Then there exists an XE P 
with (a,,~) > b, for all t E T - 1. 
Proof. Lemma 3.2 ensures the existence of an x E R d and a y E R such 
that (a,, x) + y-b, = 0 if and only if (a,, b,) E V. Moreover, since P is not 
empty, there is an x0 E P. For sufficiently small p > 0, we have z = (x0 + p-x)/ 
(1 - ~1% y) E P and (a,,z) = b, if and only if (a,, b,) E V. If t E I, then (a,,z) = b, 
by definition of 1. If t e I, then there is an x E P with (a,,x) > b,. If 
(a,, b,) E V, then ( - a,, - b,) E C, and consequently ( - a,, x) > - b,, a con- 
tradiction. That means (a,, z) = b,+a,, b,) E VW t E 1. n 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 is given by 
COROLLARY 3.1. The subspace V of maximal dimension contained in C 
is spanned by the (a,, b,), t E 1. 
The subspace L I V thus will be represented by 
L= {(X,y)lxERd, yER (a,,%)= - yab, for all tEZ}. 
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If we write 
U={r~R~l(u,,r)=b, for all tEZ} 
={xERdl(x,-l)EL}, 
and specifically 
U,= {xERd~(a,,r)=O for all tEZa}, 
then we have the following important theorem: 
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THEOREM 3.3. U is the smallest linear manifold containing P, i.e., 
dimP=dimU=d-rank{a,jtEZ}. 
Proof. It is clear that P C U. By means of the set K from Theorem 2.1, it 
is possible for us to represent P by 
P= {XE Ul(a,x>> b for all (a,b)EK}, 
and K represents P normally in U. According to Theorem 3.2 and due to the 
compactness of K, one obtains an x E P and a y > 0 such that 
(a,x)> b+y for all (a, b) E K. 
If we now choose a basis x i, . . . , xk of U, we can always find numbers Z+ # 0 
with x + pi.xj E P. This, however, means dim P = dim U. W 
To represent U it is in general unnecessary to make use of all inequalities 
with index in I: 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf dim U = d - k, k > 0, then there exists a finite subset 
J c Z with at least k + 1 elements, such that 
(a,, x>  b, for all tEJ=+xE U. 
Proof. From the (a,, b,) with t E Z it is possible to select a basis of V. If 
(a,, b,) is a basis element, it is possible to represent (- a,, - b,) as a finite 
positive linear combination of (a,, b,), t E 1. All basis elements and all (a,, b,) 
used on the representation of the (- us, - b,) will produce an index set J 
with the required properties. n 
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It is also possible to characterize I by means of the dual system: 
THEOREM 3.5. tEI if and only if [p,a]=Bd, [p,b]=O, pEZ und 
p(t) > 0 has a solution. Specifically, t E I, w [ p, a] = 0,, p E Z, p(t) > 0 hs u 
solution. 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.2, t belongs to Z if and only if (-a,, - 
b,) E C, i.e. there is a relation - a, = [ 4, a], - b, = [ 4, b], q E Z. n 
For finite T, the theorems of this section cover the dimensional statements 
of Chernikov [14, Chapter IV, Sec. 51. 
4. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS: 
THE THEOREM OF CLARK 
We now investigate the following linear optimization problem: 
Given c E R ’ fixed, 
find LY : = f=f,(c,x). 
In general, the following assumption is made in Sets. 4 and 5. 
(4.1) 
ASSUMPTION 4.1. P#O , and cc P is represented normally. That means 
that 11 at/l = 1 for all t E T, and cone { a,1 t E T} is closed. 
The dual problem for (4.1) in terms of the “semi-infinite programming 
theory” of Charnes, Cooper and Kortanek [I] is as follows: 
FindpEZwith [~,a]= c so that [ p, b] is maximal. (4.2) 
We write 
P* is bounded if there is a number M such that p(t) < M for all t E T and all 
p E P*. First we obtain the following theorem (cf. Theorem 1.2). 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf P* #a, then 
P* bounded @ ccP* = { 0, }. 
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Proof, If p ECC P*, p # BE and q E P* are assumed to be fixed, then 
q + p.p E p*, and q + p*p is not bounded for p>O. If, vice versa, P* is 
assumed to be unbounded, there will be for each integer n a p, E P* and an 
index set J, c T, .l,, #a, such that p,,(t) > n for t EJ,. Let 1 p,,I = E Tpt(“), 
qn=P”/lP”l. IP7ztal= c implies [q,,a] = c/l p,l. Since limn+coc/] p,l= O,, 
this means 0, is in the closure of the convex hull of the a, and, due to the 
supposed compactness of {a,} (Assumption 4.1), even in the convex hull 
itself [ 13, p. 921. There will thus be a p E Z, p # O,, such that [ p, a] = O,, i.e., 
pEccP*. H 
For finite I’, Clark [2] proved a notable theorem: If P#0, P* #0, then it 
is impossible for both P and P* to be bounded. On the basis of the results 
obtained so far, we are in a position to generalize the theorem of Clark to 
infinite T and to sharpen the result. 
THEOREM 4.2. If Pf0 and P* #0, it is impossible for both P and P* to 
be bounded. 
Proof. If P* is bounded, then cc P* = {O,}, and consequently, the impli- 
cation of Theorem 3.1 is always true. cc P thus contains non-trivial elements, 
so that P is unbounded according to Theorem 1.2. n 
We ask in which circumstances it is possible for both P and P* to be 
unbounded. 
THEOREM 4.3. If Pf0 and P* f0, then the following is valid: 
P* bounded w dimcc P= d 
P bounded ti C,= Rd. 
[see (2.1) for definition of C,,]. 
Proof. P* bounded w cc P* = {O,} (Theorem 4.1) w dimcc P= d 
(Theorem 3.1). 
P bounded H ccP= {O,} (Th eorem 1.2) W U,= e, (Theorem 3.3) w 
Co= Rd. H 
There also arises the question when it is possible to obtain P=0 and 
p*=0. 
THEOREM 4.4. Zf P=0, then dimcc P < d or b, is not bounded on T. Zf 
P*=0, then dimccP>O. 
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Proof. 
1. If dim cc P= d, then there is (Assumption 4.1) an x E cc P and a y > 0 
with (a,,~) > y for all t E T. If, in addition, the b, are bounded on T, it is 
possible- to find a Z.L > 0 with ZL.X E P. 
2. If dim cc P = 0, then C,, = Z? ‘, and consequently P* #B . 
Now we shall assume additionally that I, is a finite set 
elements. If the dimension of ccP* is appropriately defined, 
theorem applies: 
containing n 
the following 
THEOREM 4.5. For finite I,, 
n-dimccP*=d-dimccP, 
where n is the number of the elements of I,. 
Proof, For each t E I,, [ p, a] = O,, p E 2, p(t) > 0 has a solution (Theorem 
3.5). If all these relations are added, the result is a 4 EccP* with q(t) > 0 for 
alltEZ,.FortET-ZaandpEccP *, however, p(t) = 0 (Theorem 3.5). There 
are n - d + dim U,, linearly independent solutions pi of [ p, a] = l?,, p(t) = 0 for 
t $E I,, resulting in q + pipi E cc P * for certain pi#O, and consequently, 
dimccP*=n-d+dimUa. n 
5. THE THEOREMS OF WILLIAMS 
For finite T, Williams [15, 161 p roved theorems on the boundedness of 
p(t) for fixed t E T and p E P*, respectively, of (a,, x) - b, for x E P. It is 
possible to generalize these theorems to the present case if the set Za is 
appropriately characterized. Assumption 4.1 should continue to hold. In 
terms of an abbreviation, we write, for a fixed x E R d, 
v,(t)=(a,,r)-b,. 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf P#H and P*#H, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a,, x) = 0 for all x E cc P, 
v,(t) is bounded on P, 
There is a pEccP* with p(t)>O, 
p(t) is not bounded on P*. 
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Proof. (a)-(b) according to the definition of I,, (1.3). (c)+(a): If t$?Z,,, 
there will be an x E cc P with (a,, x) > 0. Thus, v,(t) is not bounded on P. 
(a)@(d) due to Theorem 3.5. (d)+(e): T rivial. Still to be demonstrated: 
(e)*(c). If ( e is ) ’ t rue, then for each n there will be a p, E P* with pn (t) > n, 
resulting in - a, = [q,,,al--c/p,(t), where q,(s)=p,(s)/p,(t) for sft and 
q,,(t) = 0. Consequently - at is in the cone C,, which is closed according to 
the assumption. The problem, which is dual to the optimization problem 
(a,> x> 2 b,, SET--(t), - (a,, x)+Min, 
accordingly has a feasible solution, so that - (a,, x) is bounded below [l]. n 
In the same manner, it is possible to derive theorems on the boundedness 
of the set of optimal solutions of the problem pair (4.1), (4.2). Let 
and 
Popt= {xEP((c,x)=a} 
P&r={ p=‘*I[p,bl=a}. 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf P#B ) P,“,,#kf ) then 
t E Z w p(t) is not bounded on P& 
Proof. Apply Theorem 5.1 to the system 
[ p,al= c, [p&l-~,=a, p,>o, pEZ. 
This system is solved exactly by the p E P,$ and p, = 0. 
If we write 
Z*={tET]p(t)>OforsomepEP*}, 
then the following theorem will be valid: 
THEOREM 5.3. Zf P* #if, P,,p,#kf, then 
tEz* H v,(t) is bounded on Popt. 
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Proof. Apply Theorem 5.1 to the system of inequalities 
(a,, x> 2 b, for all t E T, 
-(c,x) > -a. 
If, by means of the theorems proved here, one examines the question 
when dim I’,,, =O, one gets results on the uniqueness of the solution of a 
linear optimization problem, which are similar to those obtained by NoiEka 
WI. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
Apart from the theoretical considerations, there is also a practical interest 
in dimension theorems. We observe that an inequality with index s E I is 
unstable in the following sense [14]: For each E > 0 the system of inequalities 
(a,, x> 2 b,, tE T- {s}, 
has no solution. 
(a,,x)> b,+.s 
If T is finite this instability will be of relevance if P is to be transferred 
into a “non-degenerate” polyhedron [3, Sec. 3.31 by a slight perturbation of 
the right-hand side of the inequality system (1.1). If dimP < d, the disturbed 
polyhedron may be empty (see [12] for an example). This phenomenon can 
be avoided by dimensional considerations. 
It has already been mentioned that the Slater condition of convex 
optimization is a dimensional condition. In case it is not fulfilled, it is 
possible (Theorem 3.3) to find a linear manifold U and a representation of P 
such that the Slater condition is met. As was outlined in Sec. 2, it is possible 
to determine constructively U and the representation of P, i.e., the set K of 
Theorem 2.1. 
Instability might cause serious troubles in solving the system (1.1) numeri- 
cally. On the other hand, by simply eliminating an unstable inequality, the 
number of inequalities is reduced, and numerical difficulties caused by this 
inequality are avoided. Thus, by more comfortable computer codes for linear 
programming, the user will be given the opportunity of identifying and 
eliminating as many unstable inequalities as possible by simple criteria, prior 
to the commencement of actual optimization (“pre-solution analysis” in the 
program ILONA by Univac and nnnucn-Macro in MPSX by IBM). For instance, 
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if in the system of inequalities there is contained the following subsystem: 
d 
2 ui-xi > 0, 
j=l 
xi > 0, i=l ,***, 4 
and if ui < 0 for all j, then the inequalities xi > 0 with uj < 0 are unstable 
(Theorem 3.5). So we need only solve the smaller subsystem obtained by 
putting X~ = 0 whenever uj < 0. 
Theorem 3.5 is a general criterion for finding unstable inequalities which 
is also applicable in the case of infinite T. 
In [5, Sec. lo] it was shown that even a suitable guess for unstable 
inequalities will speed up the convergence of certain iterative procedures for 
solving linear inequality systems. 
It may be of special importance to perform an intensive examination of 
ccP, especially if one wants to find solutions of (1.1) for different sets of b, or 
if one intends to change b, parametrically. Not every statement about P 
derived from ccP depends on the special choice of b,. First of all, I, contains 
those indices which can belong to unstable inequalities (Theorem 1.1). By 
the method described in Sec. 2 it is possible to find a normal representation 
of cc P as well as the set I, and, consequently, U,. Let 
a, = at + P, for all t E T 
x=t+17, 
with at, < E Uo, fit, n 1 U,,; then we have the representation 
ccp= {E Uol(o,,C >O}, 
and 
P= {x=5+rl~R~l(cu,,5)+(Pt,~)> b,}. 
Since ot # 0, for t E T - I,, we can multiply each inequality with index in 
T- Zo by I/II4 resulting in vectors ai, &’ and numbers bj with ]I CX~ ]I = 1. 
Taking the closure of the { cr;}, we obtain a normal representation of ccP in 
U,. By compactness, we can find a number y > 0 and an element &, E cc P 
with (c&&J> y>O for all tET-ZW 
Now we assume bi to be bounded on T- I, (which is true, for example, if 
T is finite). Let no be a solution of 
( Pl> no> 2 4 t E Z,, 11E Ul. (6.1) 
Then we can immediately give a solution of the whole system of inequalities, 
namely x = ~a + ZJ* &, with ~1) 0 sufficiently large. Therefore, it is only 
necessary to find a &, as above once. For given b, with bj bounded on I, it is 
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sufficient to solve only the generally smaller system (6.1) in order to find an 
element x E P. 
The theorems of Sec. 5 give us the possibility by finding the sets Z and Z* 
to find statements about the solution sets of semi-infinite linear programming 
problems. This information is global, in contrast with the local information 
gained by solution of such problems by one of the well-known algorithms. 
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